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The aim of our work is a theoretical study of the results of thermal diffusion steps, taking into account thermal 
convection in the fluid dynamics of the nanoparticle concentration and, therefore, the nonlinear optical properties of 
the medium. 
2. Theoretical model 
The easiest way to create a regular gradient light field is the interference of two light beams, which leads to 
harmonic modulation of the radiation intensity with a period ȁ that varies over a wide range, fd/d2/O , where 
O  is the wavelength of the laser radiation. In particular, the dynamic hologram recording irradiance distribution in 
the layer plane of the medium is given by [Ivanov and Livashvili (2010)]: 
kxqIxI sin)( 0  , ff x ,  (1) 
where sIIq 02 
*
 ( 0I  and sI  are the intensities of the reference and signal plane waves, respectively; 0I >> sI
), and k is the wave vector of the space grid. Note that the effect of thermal convection in such processes was 
analyzed only qualitatively in [Kohler and Wiegand (2002)]. 
We write the system of balance equations describing the processes of heat and mass transfer for the system [De 




































w   (3) 
Here, TDD,  are the diffusion and thermal diffusion, respectively; FU ,,pɋ  are the thermal constants of the 
medium, and D  is the absorption coefficient of the light wave. Note that all of the above factors are assumed to be 
constant. Following [Karimzadeh (2012)], we consider the rate of thermal convection to be constant and equal to 
 zv gT h /mE S P2 16 , where ȕ is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the liquid, P  is its viscosity, mT  is the 
maximum temperature of the medium, h  is the sample thickness, and g  is the acceleration of gravity. Equation 
(3) is considered in the linear approximation for the concentration 0)1( ɫɫɫ | , where 0ɫ  is the initial 
concentration. Equation (2), with the initial condition 0)0,( TxT  , can be solved using the corresponding Green 
function [Polyanin (2001)]. Because thermal processes are established much more rapidly than diffusion, we write 
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where ,/ UO pCa   UD pCIb /0 , 
2/1
0 )/(2 IIq s , and )/arctan( zvka M . 
Using equation (4), we obtain the linearized problem for equation (3): 


















T   (5) 
0)0,( cxc    (6) 
where DDS TT /  is a Soret coefficient. 
Note that in the absence of convection ( )0,0   Mzv , the expression obtained for )(xc  agrees completely with 
the analogous formula given in [Ivanov and Livashvili (2010)]. 
3. Results and conclusions 
Characteristics of three cameras were used during numerical experiments: From (6), it follows that the term 2zv  in 
the denominator of this expression reduces the amplitude concentration. We denote the estimated quantities as ka   
and zv . Assuming m7104  O ,  F KmWt /4.0  , ,/105.4 3 KkgJɋ p   ,/109.0
33 mkg U ,310KTm  
,105.7 14  KE sm /104.1 26 P , and mh 3105.1  , we obtain the desired estimate: smka /5,1| , 
./4.0 smvz |  
On the basis of these values, we can say that even a small reduction in the wave vector of the light wave (a shift 
into the infrared region of the spectrum) leads to 222 zvak | . That is, the thermal convection speed becomes 
significant for nanofluids, e.g., in the calculation of the diffraction efficiency, the formula for which is clearly part of 
the square of the nonlinear refractive index, which in turn is calculated on the basis of an expression for the 
nanoparticle concentration [Ivanov and Livashvili (2010), Kohler (1993)]. 
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